public. This is an excellent safeguard against
eccentricity and triviality of judgment. But it
ma be that the concentration upon the representation of reahty throws the emphasts too
strongly on the effects of Christianity and too
lightly on the conscious preservation of the
learned tradition. His ownlanguage alone, we
remember,could not bring Danteout of Inferno.
He had first to showhimself master in the bella
scuola--Virgil, Homer, Ovid, Lucan, Statius
"The mano~ letters is without recourse. He
and Horace--the solid block of tradition which
resemblesthe flying fish--if he raises himsel/
made him a poet.
a little, the birds devourhim;i~ he dives, the
Whatis a poet’s public and what the dynamics
fish eat himup.’"
VO~.XAXR~
of literary change?Doeshe himself comprisethe
H~ ~.^SX SCESE in Abram Te~z’ The
one and effect the other (as Cicero suggested)?
Trial Begins takes place in a prison camp
Or is the public those preoccupied with the
where
~e narrator and his c~accused, having
sameproblems,or cultivated society, readers at
failed in ~eir "essential duty to c~perate in
large? Whichof these brings a style or a form
the effo~ to bring the Glorious Future nearer,"
t~ its perfection?
are now digging ditches. The recent Moscow
It matters little.
Auerbach’s "questions
Trial had a similar epilogue: Andrei Sinyavsky
addressed to a text" invariably give him the
and Yuli Daniel were sentenced to seven and
meansof presenting a stylistic problem in its
five ye~s respectively ia a "s~ict r~me" la~
most concentrated and interesting form, and his
judgmentof the moment
of stylistic crisis is very
When~e smuggled manuscript of the sto~
exact. In all this, he owedmuchto his great
came to ~e West in i959, one could not help
teacher Leo Spitzer, whose Stilstudien, with
being fa~inated by the suange, dramatic ~lftheir emphasis on the interplay of linguistics
consciousnessof the author; it was as if he was
and literary history, he madethe basis-of his
wrking a scenario of his own fate. There was
ownmethod. Another comparison which inevithere a Pirandellesque double involvementin life
ably suggestsits, elf for the present bookis Ernst
and literature, and also perhaps, as in Greek
Robert Curtius European Literature and the
~agedy, an element of impending destiny. At.
Latin Middle zlges, which appeared two years
after Mimesis, in r9487 Here, too, an academic any’rate, Sinyavskysensed what was to come.
~he MoscowTrial confirmed his ironical
tide conceals vast implications: Curtius gives an
rO~ections.
Someten years before he was judged
exact and comprehensivestatement of the debt
~e crimin~ court h Moscow, Shyavsky
owed by the Middle Ages to classical Latin
W~t~
literature both in form and in content, and
asserts the continued solidity in modernEuroThe contents of mystory, except for the epipean literature of the classical foundations,
lcgue, had becomeknownto somehighly placed
whetherin their original form or as transformed
officials. As could be expected, the cause of my
by the Middle Ages. This book was an attempt
downfall was the dragnet mentioned earlier,
at a topology of Europeanliterature, a demonwhichhad been fixed inside the big sewagepipe
stration of the enduring ancient conventions,
underneathour house.
Theroughdrafts I had conscientiouslyflushed
both conceptual and verbal.
downthe drain every morningwent straight to
Curtius and Auerbachusually differ in their
the Interrogator Skromnykh’sdesk. The imjudgmentof what is significant. Both are clear
portant personagewhoseinstructions I bad carried
that "European philology" must set out from
out, thoughperhapsnot altogether faithfully, was
the contemporary situation and must involve
by this time deadand his personality was,indeed,
far more than an academic study of the past.
undergoinga wide-scale public re-evaluation.
Whateverthe organic links between the quality
Nevertheless I was accused of slander, pornoor the spirit and level of our life and our
g~:aphy,and givingawayState secrets.
literature, weare still, after all our vicissitudes,
Homer’sor Virgil’s, or Dante’s, or Shakespeare’s
Wedo not know, of course, just howlong the
or Stendhal’s audience; and in so far as this
true identity of Tertz and Arzhak was known
is so, Curtius and Auerbachspeak directly of as
to the K.G.B. The usual Soviet line, on the few
well as to us.
occasions whentheir works were referred to by
literary policemen, was that they were "bourj. B. Trapp geois falsifications" (burzhuaznyefalshivki ). In
lnostrannaya Literatura (Jan. x96~), B. Ryuri2 Routledge,r953.
kov pokedfun at the Westernreviewers of their
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work because they did not realise that "Tertz"
esteemed men, of unimpeachable reputation,
was a white Russian ~migrd who pretended to
have deemedit appropriate to comeout in debe a Soviet author living in Russia.
fence of Sinyavsky and Daniel" and deplored
AmongWestern reviewers there were some
"the excitementin certain quarters in the West,
followingtheir arrests."
whowere inclined to accept this view. Giancarlo
Vigorelli--the Secretary-Generalof co~a~s, who
on 9 October i965 first disclosed the news
Bur THECLAMOUR
in the West did not abate. On
about the arrest of Sinyavsky and Daniel and
was subsequently active in their defence--exthe contrary it grew, particularly after the publipressed the same opinion in Tempo(29 Sepcation on 13 January of the article "Turncoats"
tember 1965), taking his clue from "one of the
by Dmitri Eremin in lzvestia, which in its
best experts on Soviet affairs, AlexanderWerth." style of vitriolic mendacitycould well compete
with things written under
At that time Sinyavsky
Stalin. The two writers
and Daniel were already
were said to be guilty of
in prison, and it took ex"double-dealing, shameactly three monthsbefore
lessness, moral degradathe fact was officially
admitted. A semi-official
tion." They "spatter the
confirmation came a bit
paper wire everything
that is most vile and
earlier at a Press conferfilthy," being interested
ence in Paris (22 Novem"with morbid sensuality
ber) where Alexei Surkov
in sexual and psychoassured those present that
pathological ’problems.’"
the investigation would
They are not "simple
be "swift" and according
to "strict normsof legalmoralperverts, but active
ity." Both he and Alexhelpers of those who
ander Tvardovskystressed
would like to turn the
cold war into a hot one."
on this occasion that
there wouldbe no return
Sinyavskyused his "hoolito the methods of the
gan pen" to cast a slur
past; Tvardovsky added
on the "most sacred
that he could not fail to
name"of Lenin, he "tried
to imply that anti-semibe concerned about the
tism allegedly exists in
arrest of Sinyavskywhose
work appeared often in
our country," he was
Novy Mir.
abusing Chekhov and
other Russian classics.
It was on 3 January
The article
ended on
~966that the first indication that the trial was
a note which literally
echoed,
as Edward
about to begin camein a
broadcast
by Moscow
Crankshaw pointed out
Radio in English. The
in The Observer (23
Jan.), the concluding
commentator,Boris Belitsky (known for his
words of Vyshinsky’s
A~.da.L’:---’M"’,..,.~,,,,.~
theory that the "Great
speech for the prosecute]
tion in the Bukharintrial
Train Robbery" was orin March1938.
ganised, by the British
Intelligence Service, assured his listeners that
The article and the "spontaneous" letters
which have followed it in lzvestia were in
the works of Sinyavsky and Danid
flagrant contradiction with the directive on
are libellous, malicious, and very often almost
illiterate. Thetwomenhaveclearly beentempted "Socialist Legality" of the President of the
Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R., A. Gorkin,
by the possibility of makingeasy money..,they
published in Izvestia on 2 December1964. The
jumpedat the possibility of mass-producing
libel
...(which) is a crimein all civilised cofintries
Fresident’s directive deplored the practice of
even whenit is directed against a single inpublishing articles in the Soviet press in which
dividual, let alone a country of morethan 20o
"before the case has been tried in courts the
m/Ilionpeople .... Their punishment will unguilt of certain persons is taken for granted and
doubtedlyhavethe backingof the Soviet public.
the question of punishment to be meted out to
Belitsky was surprised "that some very
themis decided in advance.... "
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Another attack on the two authors appeared
in Literaturnaya Gazeta (22 January), and it
purported to be an aesthetic evaluation of their
artistic shortcomings. The critic, Zoya Kedrina
(who was later to play the role of the "public
prosecutorat the Trial itself) stated in the article
that it was not for her to determine juridical
guilt ("this is a matter for legal authorities");
she wasjust concernedwith the qualities of their
writings. She found that Danid’s Moscow
Callin,,g represented "simple fascism," that it
was ’anti-human not only in its content, but
also in its form." The works of Sinyavsky were
pornographic, exuding an "aroma" of antisemitism, a plagiarism of Artsybashev, Sologub,
Kafka, and Dostoevsky. His Fantastic Tales
were full of thieves and prostitutes "whospend
their illegal earnings on drink in restaurants."
As for Tertz himself, he "is inseparable from
his abominablecharacters," so negative and unrepresentative.
These and other denunciations of Sinyavsky
curiously echoedhis ownironic self-criticism in
The Trial Begins:
Anotherfailing, gravelycriticised, wasthat my
[uOlsitive
werenot portrayed
in all but
the
lness ofheroes..,
their many-sided
workinglives,
maliciouslypresentedto the reader in their least
typical aspects. Asfor the negativecharacters...
it is true that in myslanderousstory they were
punishedas they deserved, but the reactionary
basis of their motivationwasnot full)’ revealed.
The "incriminating" quotations used (or referred to), b,y Ere,,min and Kedrina to prove
Sinyavsky s ’guilt were either non-existent or
out of context. They attributed to him thoughts
emanatingfrom the personages in his stories, a
method which, as MaxHayward noted in The
Guardian(2 5 January), could be easily used to
"’make Shakespeareout to be a murderer, Dante
an incendiary, and T. S. Eliot a nihilist...."
In fact, Sinyavsky’sideas were often exactly
opposite to those attributed to him. To impute
his disrespect for Chekhov, Eremin used a
quotation taken from an "internal monologue"
of a character in Tertz’ story, Graphomaniacs:
Onlythe utmostshamelessness[Ereminwrote]
can movethe pen whichwrites lines like, "Just to
take that Chekhovby his tubercular beard and
push him nose-first into his ownconsumptive
spittle."
This thought of an e,mbittered graphomaniac
was presented as Tertz own, although in his
essay on "Socialist Realism" he explicitly expressed his highest admiration for Chekhov
(the writer who"feared pretentiousness like the
plague"). Similarly, Tertz’ satirical references to
Soviet anti-semitism were presented as expressions of his ownanti-semitic attitude. Proofs of

his other misdemeanours were arrived at by
simi.~ar methods.

.l. nd~l’~:aa~
Ildl~I:NDII’qG
TRIAL
evokedanxiety
revulsion
in the world.
Articles,
letters
to ~te editor, protests and appeals by individuals
and organisations to the Soviet authorities to
reco.asider their action against the two writers
began to swampthe press. Emotions ran high
and, unlike the time of the Boris Pasternak
affair, there were no voices in the Westready to
justify the attitude of the Soviet authorities.
Even the usually sympathetic and friendly
observers were shocked at this reversion to
Stalinist practice. If anything, the protest from
the "Left" was perhaps even more vocal than
that on the "Right." The socialist Tribune’s
strongly-worded editorial called on the Soviet
governmentto "stop this stupid trial"; the New
Statesmanwrotethat by staging it Soviet justice
wasputting itself on trial.
But it was the international communityof
writers and intellectuals which expressed the
greatest concern about the fate of Sinyavskyand
Daniel. Appeals for their freedom were coming
from all over the world. DavidCarver (Secretary
General of the International v~) and Giancarlo
Vigorelli(Secretar
y Generalof couzs)announced
a joint action on their behalf and asked permissionto be present at the trial.
The most impressive, and probably unprecedented, act of the international solidarity of
writers was the letter to The Times(31 January)
asking for the release of Sinyavsky and Daniel
and signed by 49 most prominent writers from
France, Germany, Italy, U.S.A., and Great
Britain. The signatures read something like an
honour roll of contemporaryliterature, and included Franffois Mauriac,Gfinter Grass, Ignazio
Silone, Alberto Moravia, W. H. Auden, Arthur
Mi[ter, GrahamGreene. Theystressed that their
resl:~Ct for the work of the two authors "is
basedsolely on its literary and artistic merits"
and that they regarded their books as "notable
contributions to contemporarywriting."
Thuson the eve of the trial, for the first time
in its history, the Soviet Union found itself
practically isolated on an issue, whichmight in
political terms have been a minorone, but which
nowbecamea cause cdlbbre.
SinyavA¯ sky and Daniel, followed by the "indignant
FTER THI~ VIOLENT ATTACK on

lett.ers" from readers, Izve~tia published (3o
January) an article by Yu. Feofanovwhich purported to be a defence of the rule of law:
The law must stand above passions and
emotions.Andif those that serve the lawinfringe
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this very first commandment,
we shall all suffer.
For any retreat from the law means the direct
road to arbitrary rule .... Let the law function
without any [outside] influences ....
Tartuffe himself would have blushed at such
hypocrisy. This plea was in a paper which had
initiated the libellous campaign against the two
accused writers when they were held incommunicado in prison and the case was sub judice
(and was later to publish Feofanov’s one-sided
reports on the trial). Another violent attack on
Sinyavsky and Daniel was made just before the
trial by the secretary of the Moscowsection of
the Writers’ Union, M. S. Michailov, writing in
Partinaya Zhizn (Party Life).
Whenthe trial began, it became a matter of
world-wide interest, agitating public emotions
e~,erywhere no less than the Pasternak affair did
in its time. In a sense it was something of a
sequel to it. Sinyavsky had helped to carry
Pasternak’s coffin at the funeral, and he was also
the critic whodid most to rehabilitate his Soviet
reputation as a poet. But Pasternak was only
persecuted,
not prosecuted;
Sinyavsky and
Daniel (like Ivinskaya and Brodsky) were subject to criminal proceedings. Muchof this was
only too familiar but some things (the defiance
of the accused, and the open support for them
outside the courtroom) were unprecedented.
TH~AOTHORITIT~
acted in a way which can best
be characterised by the Russian saying about a
girl who wants both to retain her virtue and to
sell it for,money ("1 chistotu sokhranit i denghi
priobresti "), morally a more emphatic dictum
than the English one about eating one’s cake and
having it too. They claimed that the trial had
been conducted within a strictly legal framework, that as Pravda (22 February) said, it was
"an open public trial reported by the press."
They have gone to great pains to stress that the
accused had been given all the rights due them;
they only succeeded in making the mockery of
justice more transparent. As the Moscowcorrespondent of the Ne,,w._ York Herald Tribune (14
February) put it, in this case it included the
right to be pilloried and ridiculed in the press,
the right to be laughed at by a hand-picked
audience of 70 persons in the court, the right to
be told that they are not telling the truth in
their answer to questions, the right to have only
the prosecution side of the case reported in some
detail to those who cannot gain access to the
’open’ trial because they have no passes." No
foreign correspondents or observers were admitted "because of lack of space." Friends of the
authors who gathered in front of the court were
not allowed in either.
The latter,
as The
Guardian (ix February) reported,
"told the
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Scene: Courtyard in front of building inside
which Sinyavsky and Daniel are on trial. Soviet
citizens are taking part in a noisy running debate on literature and freedom that would have
been unthinkable ten years ago.
Two policemen hear all, but make no move
to break up the crowd, which is complaining
of lac k of freedom and the slanting oI news in
the Russianpress.
A Youth: "’They could very well have held
the trial in a larger hall. Weshould be allowed
inside, as in any other court."
.4. Communist: "’We have our representatives-Communist Party members.--inside.’"
The crowd leers.
The Communist: "Look, it’s all reported
in the papers."
A Man: "Who can believe that? We can’t
trust it."
A girh "No one knows what is going on
in there. Why must we listen to the Bdtish
Broadcasting Corporation to hear the facts
about it?"
The Communist: "’The foreign press is distorting the facts."
The Youth: "’How do you know? Have you
read the foreign press?"
The Communist: "’No. But I l~now.’"
A Boy: "Why don’t they publish the books
(of Sinyavsky and Daniel) here so we can draw
our own conclusions? This is something for
public opinion. The public must judge."
The Commmaist: "I thin k that the polity
o/our CommunistParty is right."
The Man: "! don’t agree. The di~erence
between us is that you have the right to say
openly that the Party is right. I have no right
to say it’s wrong."
The crowd, /tuctuating between fifty and a
hundred people, debates philosophically rather
than angrily. There is no hint of violence under
the warmwinter sun.
A Young Man: "’Do we have to consider
Lenin a god? Can’t we critiche Lenin? And
what about Stalin, the murderer?"
The Communist: "Lenin is everything. You
can’t question anything he wrote."
A Girl: "’You shouldn’t approve blindly of
anything."
A Man: "7 am a Communist and I have
been misled by our press so many times. I’m
afraid it will happenagain now.’"
A Womansaid that Sinyavsky and Daniel
wrote anti-Soviet works.
The Man: "’In whzch way do these antiSoviet works actually attac k the Soviet system
and Soviet power? What is the Soviet system?
What is Soviet power? Do they want the Czar
back? Probably not. Dothey plead [or the restoration o[ private ownership?Probably not.’"
A Student: "We want to read their words.
All we have nowis taken out of context."
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police bitterly: ’Of course it is an open trial.
And we are here--in the open’."
However, some persons not committed to the
cause of the persecutors were present at the trial,
including the wives of the accused, Masha
Sinyavsky and Larissa Daniel. (Friends and
students gathered outside offered them bunches
of flowers.) At some of the sessions a number of
writers were present, among them the zealous
Leonid Sobolev, the servile Alexander Chakovsky, the cowardly Konstantin Fedin, the unhappy Alexander Tvardovsky, and the youthful
Evgeni Evtushenko.
Two members of the Writers’ Union acted as
"public prosecutors." The first was the already
mentioned "purely literary" critic of Sinyavsky
(and his former colleagues at the Gorki Institute
of World Literature),
Zoya Kedrina. The other
was Arkadi Vasiliev, a novelist who has also
worked as a journalist, a sailor, and a KGBinvestigator (in which capacity he might have read
The Trial Begins before plagiarising it in one of
his film scenarios).
The actual course of the trial can only be inferred from the Soviet press reports--the Daily
Mail called it tRIAL ~v rAss--and from the leaks
which inevitably fol!,owed,,it,
despite the precautions to keep the open trial closed.

AXK^DY
VASlL~rzv,the "public accuser" representing the Union o[ Soviet Writers at the trial oJ
Sinyavsky and Daniel in Moscow, has himsei]
plagiarised the work o[ one o] the menhe accuses.
In Sinyavsky’s novel, The Trial Begins, the
boy Seryozha is being interrogated by the secret
police. The Interrogator: "One thing I would
like to get straight--how did you manageto get
in touch with ]oreign agents?" Seryozha:
"Whatkind o] idiotic joke is that? Please remember, I have not so Jar been condemned, I
amonly on trial."
And then, "’the interrogator looked amused
and drew the curtain back. The daylight wat
so clean and so transparent that you ]el, like
taking a deep breath o] it.’"
Interrogator: "Comehere. Doyou hear? It is
you I amtalking to.’"
Seryozha thought: Nowhe is going to strike
me. His ]ace stiffened.
"Look through the window," the interrogator
said. "That’s where they are, the people who
are on trial. See howmany o[ them there are?"
"The interrogator pointed at the crowds
milling below. Then he stroked Seryozha’s
shorn head and explained gently: ’You are dip
~erent now, my boy. You are not on thai. You
are condemned." "
Three years alter The Trial Begins appeared
in the West, etrkady Vasilyev published in the
magazine Moskvaa film script entitled "Adopted
Unanimously." It is the story o[ a young man

The Trial Begins
H E R E V O R r on the first day of the trial
by Yu. Feofanov in Izvestia (xI February)
was entitled, "Tt~E LAW~trLES r~rRx," that of
TASS ia Pravda--"THE t’
FACE OF THE SLANDERERS.
Feofanov solemnly assured his readers that "the
court cannot be quite sure until the case is carefully examined, until both sides are heard, until
everything is explained which aggravates or mitigates the guilt of the accused." The presumption
of in~ocence is thus replaced by the presumption
of guilt; only its degree is in question. However,
Feofanov had shown a proper concern that there
"should not be the slightest doubt left" about
it: "Only then truth will out and justice
triumph."
Although "one side" prejudged the guilt of
the accused, the "other side" denied it. As
Feofanov sorrowfully put it: "At the preliminary investigation both, although denying the
intent of waging anti-Soviet propaganda, nevertheless admitted that their works could and
were used to harm our country. Now they are
both denying everything .... "
The x^ss report was a poor substitute for the
missing show of the show trial:
ludge: "Defendant Sinyavsky, do you understand the substance of the charges against you?"

T

unjustly persecuted by the secret police under
Stalin. However,alter Stalin’s death the young
man is made to realise that what had happened
to him was insignificant comparedwith Soviet
achievements. He joins the Party. In one scene
a girl namedZina is being interrogated by police
investigator Gerasimov:
"Well, de~endant, are you going to talk?"
"1 am not a de]endant, 1 am under investiga"Gerasimov got up, went over to the window .... He beckoned to Zina with a finger:
"Come’over here, dear girl, Come,come, don’t
be a[raid."
"’Zina is at the window, Gerasimov explMns
to her: ’Can you see peofle walking?’... He repeats ~is question: ’Can you see them? Well, it
is they whoare under investigation." "" (Moskva,
December
1962, pp. ~-t3.
)
Vasilyev, himself a ]ormer police investigator,
according to the Soviet Literary Encyclopaedia,
would appear to have been brought in on the
Tertz case quite early. Otherwise, he could
hardly have had access to a book banned in
Russia. His appearanceas a "public accuser" at
the trial o~ Andrey Sinyavsky is the kind o[
[arcical ~oke that AbramTertz the satirist would
greatly appreciate.
UnderSoviet law, plagiarism h punishable by
imprisonment up to one year, or a fine o[ qoo
roubles,
a’H~ cv^an~^N
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Sinyavs~/ (a small bearded man barely visible
in the dock): "I do."
ludge: "Do you plead guilty ?"
$inyavsky: "Not at all."
fudge: "Defendant Daniel, do you understand
the substance of the indictment?"
Daniel (tall, thin, with black, insolent eyes):
"I do."
Judge: "Do you plead guilty ?"
Daniel: "No, neither in part nor in full."
r^ss commented: "Sinyavsky and Daniel are
trying to escape responsibility for their crimes,
although their hostile attitude has been confirmed not only by their slanderous anti-Soviet
works but also by the testimony of witnesses
and experts, and by material evidence .... Those
present in the courtroom at times reacted noisily
to the clumsy attempts of Daniel and Sinyavsky
to avoid answers to the direct questions from
the prosecution .... The accused often dodged
direct questions; they are evasive. [But] during
the questioning many quotations from their
books are produced .... Daniel, however, tries
to veil the political character of the transfer of
his writings abroad." "What impudence l"-Radio Moscow commented--"They try to deny
evidence, but they were put with their backs to
the wall by the prosecution."
Feofanov mentioned one of these "backs-tothe-wall-quotations" contained in "the accusation which on the basis of system, atically
collected
material
shows Sinyavsky s and
Daniel’s face." It was as usual torn out of the
context and, according to Feofanov, "characterised vividly the complete vileness of the
accused."
"One can hardly imagine [the
Izvestia correspondent added] a greater moral
fall."
And what was this unspeakably foul
moral infamy and crime? Why, it was a passage
from The Trial Begins satirising the Stalinist
demographic theory (since abandoned) and its
attacks on Western "cannibalistic
neo-Malthusianism." Sinyavsky used the method of reductio
ad absurdum to poke fun at the idea that one
can be unconcerned about the multiplication of
human race ad infinitum. Karlinsky, the Counsel for the Defence (in that other trial, more
fictitious, but no less real), thought that if the
population were to go on growing unchecked,
the Communists themselves would be forced to
resort to some such method as the use of aborted
human embryos to feed the "increased population. "It would all be strictly in keeping with
Marxism. Admittedly it meant a return to cannibalism, but...cannibalism
on a more refined
and altogether,higher level."
In Feofanov s (and the prosecution ,s) argument the context was omitted and the thoughts
of Karlinski were used almost to imply that
Sinyavsky advocated the canning of human
embryos for alimentary purposes.
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~ r o R R ~. N r of abuse and distortion conT r~tinued
on the second day of the tria!.

Despite the accused’s plea of "Not Guilty,’
Soviet media did not wait for the verdict, but
proclaimed them guilty: ~^ss explained that "all
the details of the case are being studied in order
to determine the degree of the defendants’
guilt." It also said that the accused maintained
their defence, trying "to reduce the essence of
their actions, which are punishable under the
law, to purely literary, allegedly apolitical creations." Feofanov in lzuestia (12 February) reported--needless to say, under the title "xHs
Vr~M^SK~r~O"--that
as the court began discussing
The Trial Begins, "the same familiar grating
words about ’the right of an artist to self-expression,’ about literary conventions, hyperbole
and so on" were heard from the defendant.
With heavy irony Feofanov pointed out that
"before the court are men who operate with
literary terminology, aesthetic categories, and
’clever’ words," that Sinyavsky included in his
defence even such things as "a discussion of the
I9th-century realism, [his] peculiar conception
of socialist realism, and his view of the future of
humanity." Apparently his meanderiugs were
interrupted by the presiding judge:
"Perhaps we can leave literary theory. After
all, we are not conductinghere a literary dispute,
but criminal proceedings. You speak of the
Soviet people as ’creatures of blood and dust.’
Howcan you reconcile that with your love for
the Communistideals?"
"I think that is an incorrect translation"-announces Sinyavsky to the laughter of the
audience.
"Whydid you send to the West these monstrous slanders?"
"I wanted to tell about the spiritual needs of
the people" [laughter in court].
Feofanov commented that the accused were
"trying to present themselves as original
thinkers and they used lofty expressions. But the
court, tearing away this verbal window-dressing,
lays bare their hostile essence."
"Let us turn to your own thoughts, expressed
not in fictional works, but in liferary, as you
term them, meditations.
You know the work
Thoughts Unaware?"
"Yes, that is my book."
"Was it published abroad?"
"Yes."
"Let me quote then .... ’Drunkenness is the
idde fixe of the Russian people .... A nation of
thieves and drunkards incapable of creating a
culture l ’..."
Predictably, Pravda (x2 February) called it "a
monstrous smear on the Russian people" and
Feofanov in Ivze.¢tia
was indignant:
"How
low can a man fall to write in this way about
a people that is amazing and delighting the
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world with its achievements l" Pravda noted
that Sinyavsky exhibited "an amazing cynicism" in "blabbing about his love of the Russian
people"; Feofanovreported his words:
"Yousee, I love the Russianpeople .... [The
presiding judge quietens spectators’ laughter.]
Youcannot accuse meof predilection for the
West.I haveevenbeencalled a Slavophile.... "
These, said TASS,were "hypocritical assertions"
and Izvestia’s correspondent added: "It is imPOASSible
to escape
nd, indeed,
it quotations."
is. The words quoted by the
prosecution form part of Sinyavsky’sreflections
on the Russian people (pp. 3z-33 of the manuscript). He is exasperatedthere with someof its
characteristic ways, but admires someothers,
and no doubt there is about it a loving concern
for his people. One thought ends with the
words: "Whowill dare to judge [them] ? When
the judgment comes." Another ends with the
reflection on "howdifficult it is to govern"the
Russians---"howdifficult it is for our administrators to deal with us l"
Yu~i DANIEL
received similar treatment. Feofanov called him a malicious enemywho"twists,
turns, and plays buffoon like the most banal
criminal." The corresponddnt of Izvestia added
that although "during the court proceedings the
works of the defendant were necessarily
abundantlyquoted," his consciencesimply didn’t
permit him to mention them in print:
"Onecannot hear without wrath bowthe name
of Marxhas beensullied--a namedear to all progressive mankind,to all our people."
This refers presumablyto Daniel’s story, The
Manfrom MINAV,
whose hero can determine the
sex of a child at coition (by thinking of Karl
Marx). Daniel was obviously unaware of the
neo-Marxist cult of immaculateconception.
Feofanov’s tender conscience permitted him,
however, to mention (how accurately?)
exchange about another work of Danid:
Prosecutor:"Tell us, Daniel, what ideas did
you want to express in the story, ’Moscow
Cab
hng’?"
Daniel:"I wasinterested in an analysis of the
psychologyof people finding themselves in an
extraordinarysituation. I hadno political motives.
This is purely psychology."
Prosecutor:"Whatare these extraordinaryconditions?"
Da~del:"Yousee, I wantedto drawa fantastic
situation, to place the heroes in unusualconditions. Thisis fantasy."
Prosecutor: "But whythen did you not place
the action, say, in ancient Babylon? Whydo you
allowthese fantastic foul things to relate to your
ownpeople?"
Daniel:"Thisis artistic usage."

Feofanov commentedhere that "for the ~-th
time Daniel tried to reduce the dialogue to the
problemsof literary creation, [but] the question
in the court is not about particular features of
Daniel’s works, but about his criminal actions."
It is not surprising that Le Monde(~2 and
x3 Feb.) referred to the official reports on the
trial as "totally lacking objectivity" and to the
exchangein the court as a "dialogue of the deaf."
Similarly the New York Times (I2-I 3 Feb.)
pointed out that "the two sides have often
seemed--fromSoviet press reports--to be talking
past each other .... " But perhaps the most pithy
comment on the trial was made outside the
courtroom by a Soviet man in the crowd who
was reported as saying (N.Y. Herald Tribune,
I2 Feb.): "There has never been anything like
it in the history of literature."
FURTHER
EXCHANGES
between the
prosecution and the accused were reported
in dhe Soviet press. The third day of the trial
was devoted to the examinationof the witnesses
(someof themfriends called on to give evidence
against the two authors), the speeches of the
state and public prosecutors, the speechesfor the
defence, and the last remarksof Sinyavsky.
In his report in lzvestia (I 3 Feb.), Feofanov
asked a relevant question:
"Howcould it happen.., that two relatively
young men, living amongstus, educated in a
Soviet school and then in the Soviet university,
have suddenly becomeaccomplicesof our worst
enemies?"
To ~vhich he gave the irrelevant answer that it
wasdue to "the extremelack of ideological discipline and moral irresponsibility
of the
accused."
"Alas, since ~956 when Sinyavsky began to
write his lampoons,there was no one amonghis
friends and acquaintanceswhoreading or listening to the anti-Soviet worksof Sinyavskyand
Daniel, wouldappraise these writings as they
deservedand whowouldexpress his opinion with
aE the necessarystraightforwardness."
There was a touch of lament about this retrospective call for denunciations by friends and
colleagues. But two membersof the literary
community,the "public prosecutors," Vasiliev
and Kedrina, could make up for it now. They
"stii~aatised the foul actions of the accused
in the name of the literary community and
asked for their severe punishment."The gist of
their speeches was given in la’teraturnaytt
Gazeta(15 Feb.).
Vasiliev denied that the two authors belong,
to Soviet intelligentsia or that their writing~
have any artistic merits:
"Canthe concoctionsso full of murders,sexua~
perversions, and psychological abnormalities ~
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called worksof arl ? Sinyavsky-Tertzhas a pathological tendency to obscenity and pornography.
Obviously,this wasparticularly attractive to the
foreign ’connoisseurs of blue art’."
Vasiliev also reported the charge that "what is
most blasphemous in the dirty tirades of Abram
Tertz and his heroes are the gibes about the
name most dear to the Soviet man, the name of
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin."
"I must makea digression here. Sinyavsky, on
his ownadmission, succeeded in getting from his
[foreign] customers .two jackets, two sweaters, a
white nylon shirt, rubber shoes, a subscription
for a journal, something for his wife, and something for his son. Not much~But I consider that
even that was too much. The bosses of Sinyavsky
had every reason to pay him even less. The point
is that manyopinions about Lenin were copied
by Sinyavsky from the Mensheviks and Social
Revolutionaries. Onecan see it easily by glancing
at the journals People’s Cause and Vpered for
i9t8. Howcan one speak here about honesty,
when even while working for his real bosses,
Sinyavskyacted as a petty swindler ?"
In his concluding words Vasiliev played a
jingoistic note. Referring to the war [ of which
both authors are veterans], he declared:
"I accuse Sinyavsky and Daniel in the name
of the living and in the name of those whohave
fallen .... Whoever raises his hand against the
people will be unmaskedas a pseudo-hero, as a
phenomenon doomed and condemned to annihilation by the revolution. In the name of all
Soviet writers I accuse Sinyavsky and Daniel of
the most serious crime and ask the court for a
severe punishment."
T~E OTHER"PUBLICPROSECUTOR," Zoya Kedrina,
made a similar plea. She stressed that "it is not
at all accidental that one of the anti-Soviet
articles of Sinyavsky was devoted to the ’destruction’ of Socialist Realism" in literature,
and
stated:
"On the recommendation of the writers’
organisations of our country, and in supporting
the demandfor the punishment of Sinyavsky and
Daniel for their criminal deeds, I am striving
to defend our soil and our literature from the
dirty encroachmentsof the underlings of the antiSoviet propaganda."
The state prosecutor said in his summing-up
that the two writers had tried "to .undermine
and weaken" the Soviet Union with their books
which were "a mockery of everything that is
dear and sacred for a Soviet man, the fatherland,
1 Some, like Professor Harold Berman of the
Harvard LawSchool, consider the trial "a legal
gain" because the "defendants were not forced to
plead guilty and were allowed a vigorous defence."
(N.Y. Times, 17 Feb.)
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the Communistideals, the Soviet way of life,
and the morality of the Soviet people." No details o£ the speeches by the counsels for the
defence were mentioned at all in any o£ the
1Soviet reports on the trial.
OWN LAST remarks were summed
up in two lines: they report his works were
"written from idealist and not Marxist positions."
However, the Soviet authorities have not succeeded in silencing Sinyavsky completely. A
partial transcript of his self-defence reached the
Milan daily, ll Giorno, and was published there
on 24 February. There seems to be little doubt
about its authenticity, as manydetails in it correspond precisely to the information given by Mrs.
Larissa Daniel to the Moscowcorrespondent of
the N.Y. Herald Tribune (2 3 Feb.) in an interview describing the defence pleas of the accused.
Sinyavsky took a bolder stand in his final
statement than even the (tendentiously reported)
exchanges with the prosecution would suggest.
He maintained his position of defiance and
complained about the way the trial has been
conducted:
SINYAVSKY’S

"What makes my defence difficult
is the
particular atmosphere which has been created in
this courtroom.... The argumentsof the prosecution have not convinced me: I hold to my previous position. The prosecution has created in
effect a wall of deafness through which it is
impossibleto get any truth .... [It] has succeeded
in creating a curtain, a particularly electrifying
atmosphere whichdestroys reality and carries us
into the grotesque: as in the works of Arzhak
and Tertz."
He exposed in some detail
prosecution:

the methods of the

"To break this atmosphere is extremely difficult. Neither arguments, nor artistic concepts are
of much help. Already during the preliminary
investigation I saw that they would not be of
anyinterest to the prosecution.It is not interested
in aesthetics, but only in quotations torn out of
context and endlessly repeated. I do not intend to
explain mycreative ideas, hold a conference, beat
my head against the wall, or demonstrate anything. It would all be useless. I only want m
suggest someelementary truths about literature.
The most elementary truth for anybody whose
concern is literature is that the word is not an
act but only a word, that artistic imagination has
a conventional character, that the author does not
identify himself with the protagonist."
Sinyavsky noted the Pirandellesque irony of the
situation and pointed out that the consciousness
of it affected also the prosecution:
"In a strange and unexpected way the artistic
imagination loses here its conventional character;
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the charges are so literal that the judicial procedure becomeslinked with the text as if it were
its natural sequel.
"I had the misfortune of putting the date of
~956 on the epilogue of the story The Trial
Begins. The author has slandered i9561 He
wanted to predict.., well, you will do forced
labour in ~966. Thetone of malicious satisfaction
has been quite explicit in the speeches for the
prosecution."
Sinyavsky’s ordeal through quotations did not
prevent him from revealing them for what they
are:
"All these tremendous quotations used in the
act of accusation are repeated dozens of times and
are accumulating in a monstrous atmosphere
which corresponds no longer to any reality ....
We are facing here a monstrous inversion o~
significance. Globov, the hero of The Trial Begins
expresses anti-semitic sentiments in line with the
directive at the time ..... It is clear that the story
is against anti-semitism; it deals with the
’doctors’ plot.’ But no, the author must be an
anti-semite.
Why then not also make him a
fascist ?... The concept of ’anti-semitism’ is
usually linked with that of great power chauvinism. But evidently we are facing here a particularly subtle author. He hates the Russian people.
He has contempt for the Jews. He hates everybody--his mother, all humanity. The question
arises: where could monsters like us have sprung
from ?. . . From somewhere, evidently from
America. Somebodymust have dropped us down
by parachutes, Daniel and me, and we began to
demolish everything. What scoundrels we are l
...It is difficult though to assert that Daniel
[a lew] is an anti-semite. Here we are then: the
fascist Daniel hand-in-hand with the anti-semite
Sinyavsky trampling underfoot everything that is
mostsacred .... "
An aside to the "public prosecutor":
"The public prosecutor Vasiliev was not
ashamed to mention some napkins which were
ven as a present to my baby.., by a French
dy. One brings up even the laundry list to
demonstrate that in both cases behind an honest
facade is hidden a stealthy nature."

~

What of the charges of "two-facedness"?
"There were also some new aspects. Which?
First of all to condemnthe political clandestinity
as the clandestinity of the degenerates, of cannibals with the lowest instincts .... Myarticles were
quoted here to show that I was writing on
Socialist Realism from Marxist viewpoints here
in Russia and from idealist positions abroad.
Well, if I could write here from an idealist standpoint I would have done it. WhenI was asked
to do some [literary]
work here in Russia, I
frequently rejected it and tried to occupy myself
only with the authors with whomI felt affinity.
... I wrote about Tszetaeva, Mandelshtam, Pasternak .... I tried everything possible to express
myreal thoughts as Sinyavsky. Becauseof this I

was in trouble. I received admonitions and reprimandsin the press and at meetings .... Kedrina
knowsit only too well. She was mycolleague in
the [Gorki] Institute. She knows that I never
played the hero, never madespeeches at meetings,
never made a menculpa, never talked in slogans.
On. the contrary, I wasoften criticised for errors,
deviations, and imprecisions."
Sinyavsky ended his speech with a criticism of
a black-or-white conception of literature:
"One wants to judge works of art with criteria
of propagandistic stereotypes .... According to
the prosecution, literature is a form of agitation
and propaganda. Now, agitation can only be
Soviet or anti-Soviet. Andif it is not Soviet, this
meansit is anti-Soviet. I cannot share this view.
.... At this point the law of either-or begins to
function .... Whois not with us is against us. At
certain times--in revolution, war, civil war--this
logic mayeven be just. But it is very dangerous
in time of peace, particularly whenit is applied
to literature .... I hold in all consciencethat one
cannot judge literature through juridical formulae. In fact the nature of artistic imagination
is complex and often the author himself cannot
offer explanations. I think that not even Shakespeare would have been able to do it if he were
asked to explain the significance of Hamlet. (Not
that--let’s be clear about it I--I want to compare
myself to Shakespeare; I hope this will not occur
to’ anybody.) And what is the significance of
Macbeth?There are difficulties here. Not even
Shakespeare would have been in a position to
give a precise answer.’"
It must have taken some courage. He was
talking to the same audience which would
receive his prison sentence with applause
(Pravda, 15 Feb.). He could not know about the
world-wide support for him, the various appeals
made on his behalf abroad, about the commotion which the case has created in all literary
circles.
And he made his speech a/ter the
prosecutor demanded the punishment of seven
years in prison, thereby practically forfeiting
any chance of a lighter sentence. (Curiously
enot,gh,
on the same day Komsomolskaya
Pravda reported that criminologists had established the authenticity
of a letter Alexander
Pushkin wrote to Tsar Nicholas I admitting the
authorship of a blasphemous poem, Gavriliada.
Pushkin threw himself "upon the Tsar’s
mercy.")
By his stand at the trial Sinyavsky has not
only shown courage. He also administered a
sma![I effective lesson in literary criticism:
authors cannot be identified with characters in
their books, for in one of his own, in the prologue of The Ma&epeaceExperiment, the narrato~r says:
"If I amcaught, I’I1 deny everything. If I have
to stand mytrial, hands and feet bound, face to
face with a terrible judge, I’ll recant ....
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FOURTHD^Y of the trial was deT r~E
voted to the final plea by Danielwhichlasted
an hour. r^ss reported from it only his denial
of "acting with malicious intent" and his
admission that he "madea mistake" in sending
his worksabroad for publication? The interview
with Mrs. Larissa Daniel in the N.Y. Herald
Tribune provided somemore details, including
Daniel’s defence of his co-accused from the
charges of "anti-semitism." As Daniel told the
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turnaya Gazeta (~5 Feb.); two days later the
Soviet Writers’ Union expelled Sinyavsky; on
r Marcha government spokesmanpromised the
publication of "a detailed account"of the trial.

TI~E WOaLD
RS^Cr~ON
tO the heavy sentences
given to them was probably not anticipated in
the Kremlin. Its rulers succeededfor the first
time in creating a "united front" on this issue-court’against themselves. It embracedl’Humanitdand
Le Figaro, the Daily Worker and the Daily
"Sinyavskyhad a friend Daniel, whowas a
Telegraph, Louis Aragonand Franqois Mauriac,
Jew. The wife of Daniel was a Jew, and GolomH. Auden and Alberto Moravia, Ignazio
shtok [a co-authorwith Sinyavskyof the booklet W.
Silone
and GrahamGreene.
on Picasso; a friend o[ both defendants; and a
The only support came from rather tainted
recalcitrant witnessat the trial whowashimself
quarters. The pro-Chinese Belgian Communist
threatened with prosecution afterwards] was a
journal, La Voix du Peuple (25 Feb.), warmly
Jew. Whywouldthe anti-semite Sinyavskyhave
approvedwhatit called with satisfaction "a real
these lewish friends?..."
political trial." It said, however,that it would
Daniel also referred to the purges of Soviet
not be muchhelp to the revisionists Brezhnev
writers and artists, mentioningthe fate of Leib and Kosygin, who "hide behind the verdict on
Kvitko, the Yiddish poet executed in i952, Osip
Sinyavsky and Daniel as if it were a smokeMandelshtam, who died in a concentration
screen for the continuationof their dirty acts of
camp in ~938, and Isaac Babel and Vsevolod
treason .... "
Meyerhold who died in similar circumstances
Shortly after the Moscow
trial a symbolicact
in x94t and ~942 respectively. Apparently he
in Londonwas to crownit all: the Russian rethen asked rhetorically:
interment of the remains of AlexanderHerzen’s
friend, AlexanderOgarev. Whenhis coffin left
"Who
is responsiblefor this ?"
the Greenwichcemetery, the Soviet representative in Englanddeclared that "Ogarevwill get
and he answered:
a hero’s welcomewhen he returns to Russia-a Russia freed, as he wished, from Tsarist
"I am. Youare. All of us are. MaybeI amnot
oppression."(Daily Mail, 25 Feb.).
right about this, but I can think of no other
On 2 MarchOgarev was re-buried in Moscow,
answer."
and Alexei Surkov made a speech on the
occasion. Ogarev’s poem"Freedom"(published
Whenthe verdict was announced nobody was
in x958in a Russian journal in London,Polarleft in any doubt whowas responsible for the
fate of Sinyavsky and Daniel. Whenit was all
naya Zvezda) was quoted:
over, the professors and dons of literature at
"/1ll through myliJe, again and again and
MoscowUniversity approved the verdict and
again,
castigated the "traitors" in a letter to I.a’teraOneunalterable wordreverberated-FreedomlFreedoml’"
t Theeditorialist in the TimesLiterary Supplement (r 7 Feb.) remarkedin an article condemning
A passage from Herzen might also have been
the trial: "Admittedly he [Sinyavsky] and Mr.
quoted (and the Judge and the Prosecutors
Daniel mayhave beenunwiseto by-pass the Soviet
literary machine(whetheror not they realised the
will find it on p. 56~of Herzen’sSelected Philorisks involved)instead of exerting their talents
sophical Works, published x956--in Moscow)
within it, as Mr. Sinyavskywas prepared to do
but woe to any writer who reads these words
with his critical writings under his ownname." over a grave in the homeland:
WhenSinyavsky was asked during the trial why
he did not publishhis booksinside the U.S.S.R.,he
"Wasthere ever a country with censorship and
replied: "Myartistic preoccupationsdiffered from
arbitrary governmentwheresecret print-shops
those of the editors" (Le Monde,13-~4 Feb.). As
and the undergrounddistribution of manuscripts
to the questionof risks, they canperhapsbe realised
didn’t exist onceintellectual movements
and the
better in Moscowthan in London. In most of
desire for liberty existed?Thatis just as natural
Sinyavsky’sand Daniel’s worksone can see that
a state of affairs as the publicationof material
fear of arrest wasconstantlyin their minds.
abroadand emigration.... "
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LETTERS
Nabokov, Pushkin, Wilson
Ma. N^BOKOV
is hissing and shrieking again. I
don’t knowwhy he chooses to do it in ENcotr~r~a
rather than in the New York Review o~ Books,
where the controversy about his translation of
Pushkin’s Evgeni Onegin has hitherto been conducted. It is unfortunate--though not perhaps for
Mr. Nabokov--that the readers of Escousr~a may
not have seen myoriginal article or the correspondence which followed it. A considerable part of
the letter to Etqcotmrsahas already appeared in the
New York Review, and I have dealt there with
the questions it raises. I don’t propose to recapitulate here. As for the additional apologetics: there is
no need to discuss the absurd justifications for the
absurdities of the Nabokovtranslation. I do not,
of course, obiect to the use of unusual words. Both
W. H. Auden and Compton Mackenzie have sometimes used them with excellent effect, and so sometimes has Mr. Nabokov in his novels. But such
words as those I cited in myreview of the Nabokov
Onegin make Pushkin appear grotesque, as he
never is. (Of course, the computer I speak of in
connection with Mr. Nabokov’s style would have
to be fed at random from the large Webster’s
dictionary.) Mr. Nabokov’sideal of "literal" translation I am unable to comprehend. A translation
that was truly literal should not contain either the
definite or the indefinite article, since these do not
exist in Russian. The word byre, by the way, is not
Americanbut British. If you referred to the cowbarn as a "byre" in New England nobody would
know what you meant. This error has not only
doubled me up with mirth, it has caused me to
roll on the floor exsufflicate with cachinnation. (If
anyoneshould question the propriety of this phrase,
he will find it used by Bernard Shaw in one of
the stage directions of John Bull’s Other Island.)

NewYorl~
Interpreting

EDMUND

WILSON

the Vinland Map

I~ ms review of The Vinland Map and the Tartar
Relation Mr. G. R. Crone [E~cour~r~a, lanuary]
rightly points out that the question of the Norse
discovery of America is not at issue. It is no
less true that agreement on the authenticity of a
documentis a necessary precondition for discussion
of its significance.
What Mr. Crone means by
’*authenticity" in this context is not at all clear; he
seemsto be hedginghis bets, and does not explicitly
commithimself to moderncounterfeiting. Professor
E. G. R. Taylor, who--like Mr. Crone--had an
opportunity over three years ago to examine the
Vinland Map(in photo-copy) and to read my study
of it, accepted no such inhibition, even if her conclusions, of which a summaryhas recently been
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published, are not upheld by .h.er arguments. Mr.
Crone’s notice, rather surprisingly, brings into
question the objectivity of a reviewer who can
misrepresent not only statements in the book under
consideration but even map-makingpractice in a
field and period familiar to him.
The lack of information on the previous history of
the Mapis disconcerting, but not without precedent.
The authors of the monographdo not disclose "its
former home" because (as Mr. Crone is aware) they
do trot knowit. Thestatement that "it is believed to
haw: comefrom a Spanish library" has not appeared
in print before, and one wonders about the reviewer’s authority for makingit. To suggest however, as he does, that no important or valuable maps
are likely to remain "in obscurity" today is either
naive or disingenuous. Within the last eight years
we have seen the emergence of at least two such
maps~the world map of Henricus Martellus now
at "Yale and a second copy of Waldseemiiller’s
woc.dcut globe gores of I5o7, both from private
collections and hitherto unknown;an unrecorded
world map by Vesconte Maggiolo is in private
ownership in Italy; and there are doubtless others.
The palaeographical and bibliotic
evidence
associating the Map with the accompanying texts
is swept under the carpet by Mr. Crone in a very
perfunctory way. One example of his partiality in
referring to this evidence is illuminating. Dissimilarity, in texture and quality, between sheets of
vellum in a codex is to be expected. That the halfsheet of vellum on which the Mapis drawn matches
a half-sheet of the textual manuscriptis not without
sigrfificance.
The most striking--and perplexing--feature of
the Mapis (as all other commentatorshave agreed)
its delineation of Greenland. Here Mr. Crone
see~ns to be divided against himself. He recognises
that "the outline of Greenland bears a certain
resemblance to that of the island as we knowit
today"; and he asserts that "with the instruments
and technique of those days, no such accurate
outline would have resulted." But, in order to
establish his claim that "the authors have set too
high a value on this Map," he declares the "’resemblance’.., to be far-fetched" and suggests that
"it is a better attempt at South America." This
is hardly serious argument, and in disputing the
fide.lity of the representation Mr. Croneappears to
be in a minority of one. This question I am conten’r to leave to the judgmentof the majority; but
I wish that, before attributing to me"the argument
...that the outline of Greenland is so good that
it must be based on the result of a running survey
made on a voyage of circumnavigation," Mr. Crone
had read more carefully page i95 of my study,
where alternative hypotheses are set out, with considerably greater caution than he implies and no
commitment to any one of them.
In the nomenclature of Atlantic islands in the
MapMr. Crone finds "mystification or even falsification,"
and he infers that it was "made up
ad hoe." Here I cannot follow him. Of the four
names which he cites, only one cannot be "paralleled on surviving charts," and he himself (scholarly
habits reasserting themselves) supplies a convincing
parallel for it which I had overlooked. The forms
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